Welded joints are commonly used for various structures such as Civil Engineering infrastructures or marines and submarines structures. It is well known that the geometry of the joints has an important influence on the stress concentration factor and thus on fatigue lifetime. Non-Destructive Controls allow us to keep parameters inside bounds. However, the effect of the geometry characteristics within these bounds on the structural lifetime needs for a statistical analysis on the one hand and for a specific computational method on the other hand. When considering the first point, only few works have been carried out on the statistical analysis of the geometrical parameters of a welded joint. The measurement of the different parameters of this geometry is a long and scrupulous work. Recently, some laser process allows us to obtain a significant quantity of trajectories along a welded joint for these geometrical parameters. This paper aims at analyzing these trajectories for reliability purpose. 
INTRODUCTION
Welding joints are usually used in various buildings such as bridges or marine and submarine structures. It is well known that the geometry of the joint is important for realizing a fatigue computation. For some years, some NonDestructive Controls Method have allowed us to get a quality control and obtain precise and discrete measurements of the geometry in order to make a fatigue calculus on the welded joints. A device named WISC based on a process of measurement by laser is used by DCNS to get a great number of trajectories of welded joints. Some geometrical parameters given in figure 1 can be measured with this device.
According with some studies, the parameters measured by the WISC are sufficient if we want to make a fiabilist calculus [1, 3] . The study driven in this paper is a statistical analysis of one of the parameters. We give figure 2 the organigram which describes the different blocks and steps of the statistical analysis. Only the height of the joint S1 is studied in this paper. In the first two blocks, we only keep the most relevant measures by removing aberrant measurements. In the third block, we validate the stationary hypothesis of the second order. We also look for a length for which a hypothesis of noncorrelation can be assumed. This distance can then be used in the last part of the work. It is useful to build some greater data to search the best probability law to represent the data distribution.
STATISTICAL PROCESSING METHOD
For the given data analysis, a statistical treatment is used, this methodology is detailed in figure 2. We note X the variable studied here, n t the number of trajectories initially given, n f the number of trajectories after the data pre-processing, n s the number of trajectories after the statistical preprocessing and n e the number of trajectories used for the distribution analysis. The step between two measures is noted h. The abscissa is noted x and θ is the event. X(x,θ) is therefore the random onedimensional variable depending of the event and the abscissa. 
Block n°1
Block n°2
Block n°3
Block n°4 different notations and discrete definitions of mean, standard deviation correlation coefficient used in this paper.
• The spatial mean of a particular trajectory i is given by:
• The spatial standard deviation of the trajectory i is given by:
• The mean of the trajectories at a particular abscissa x j is given by:
• The standard deviation of the trajectories is given by:
In the paper, we also use notations µ X and σ X without precising the abscissa. In this case, these are the spatial means of µ X (x) and σ X (x).
In the following, the term "expectation" will be used to designate the expectation of a probabilistic law.
We also need to define the correlation coefficient
From this equation, we can compute 2 different kinds of correlations. The first one is the spatial correlation. It corresponds to the mean of the different values obtained for different abscissa x j and using X=Y. We finally have:
where N Δx is the number of measurements on length Δx.
The second correlation coefficient is the coefficient between 2 variables at a given abscissa. It is given by
The process can be divided into 4 blocks (figure 2). In the first one, the data of the chosen variable X are filtered. The mean step h between two points of measurement is estimated. To start with, we have n t trajectories of various lengths. The trajectories are removed under 2 conditions:
• The ones where the step is too variable along the trajectories ;
• The ones where h is too different of the mean step.
In order to simplify the treatment, the studies will be done using the number of points of measurement. The knowledge of this number and the mean step give us immediately the length L s in meters. The following process is the smoothing of the trajectories by overwriting the aberrant measures. We finally obtain n f trajectories filtered, smoothed and truncated at a length L f . This length is the shortest of the n f trajectories.
In the second block, some trajectories can also be removed if there are some irregularities in the evolutions of the mean and the standard deviation.
We plot the evolution of the mean ( ) (3)) and the standard deviation ( ) (4)) from n f trajectories. We finally obtain n s trajectories of length L s .
In the third block, we analyze the one-dimensional
where X is the analyzed parameter, x is the abscissa and θ is the event and we try to answer to the following questions:
• Is it a second order stationary?
• Does it have a length named "correlation length" denoted L c for which the measures are independent?
In the fourth block, we now consider n e trajectories that correspond to the addition of the n s previously considered and some other trajectories that had been removed because they were too short. If a correlation length L c exists, we can build some new distribution by merging the values of the variable X at the abscissa x with the values at the abscissa x+L c . We then look for the most adapted probabilistic law to represent the obtained distribution. The choice of this law is made among the Gamma law, the normal law and the log-normal law by calculating and using the maximum likelihood.
RESULTS ON THE CORRELATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION

PRE-PROCESSING OF THE DATABASE
We initially have n t =50 trajectories. Each of them has a step of measurement h i and a length which are all different.
During the first step of the pre-processing of data, we only keep the trajectories which have a step of measurement near the mean value h in order to avoid a re-sampling process for the purpose of spatial study.
We plot the length of the trajectories as a function of the step number of measurement on the figure 3.
Figure 3: Plotting of the length of the trajectories in function of step number of measurement
Many trajectories plotted have a mean step of measurement nearly equal to the mean step h. To decide which trajectories will be kept, we estimate the mean step of each trajectory. First, we observe two of them with a mean step too different of the others and few measures. Those two trajectories are removed before all analysis.
Only the trajectories with a mean step h near 6mm are kept. We finally obtain n s =n f =22 trajectories with a mean step h=6,2mm with a mean coefficient of variation equal to 41.4%. The analysis will be done on a length of L s =3.62m.
ANALYSIS OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN PARAMETERS
Before beginning the analysis of the random fields, we first verify if the physical coherence of the given database. To this purpose, a study on the correlation between fields is made (equation (7)). Preliminary to this study, we first assess the correlation for two different cases: a first one between fields that are presumably correlated and a second between fields that are not correlated. Doing so, it will provide us an estimation of the correlation value for which we can assume that fields are not correlated.
The first case is that of known high correlation. We analyze the correlation between the area of the welded joint Area and the product between the height and the width of the joint S1*S2 and denoted We can observe a high correlation (over 0.9) and a weak noise for the correlation coefficient On the contrary, we can observe a low mean value of the correlation (over -0.1) between the height of the joints and the overlap. This could be due to the great noise or to the hardness of measurement of one of these parameters (O1 in our example). This part of the analysis corresponds to the third block of the organigram (figure 2). We try to see if the hypothesis of the stationary of the second order is verified. We also search if a correlation length L c exists, distance that could be used to build some new samples with values with low correlation (following Bravais-Pearson). These values could therefore be considered as independent.
In order to validate the stationary hypothesis, some equalities given below have to be verified:
We plot in figures 6 and 7 the different evolutions of mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficient with the length. We can observe that the values of mean and standard deviation are constant with respect to the abscissa x. Indeed, we can note 00 . Now, we decide to analyze the spatial correlation coefficient (equation (6)). We obtain the presented curve on figure 7. The bold curve corresponds to the evolution of the mean of the coefficient, the two thinner curves around the bold one correspond to the coefficient with more or less one standard deviation. The coefficient is decreasing until a length equal to 1.5m. This evolution helps us conclude that the stationary hypothesis of the second order can be validated. Nevertheless, after the decrease of the coefficient until a value ρ=0.3 at Δx=1.5m, an increase of the coefficient is observed. This latter phenomenum is not explained in this paper, but some complementary studies are currently in advancement.
To determine the distance L c for which the values of X are non-correlated, we first have to estimate the threshold value of correlation for which the hypothesis of uncorrelation is valid. As mentioned in section 3.2, we choose two physically noncorrelated variables. In this case, we consider the variables S1 and O1 previously presented and we give the repartition of the value of the correlation between these two variables
Although the correlation should be equal to 0 in theory, in practice the deviation with this theoretical value is important. By approaching this distribution with a normal law with the maximum likelihood estimator, the parameters of the law are E=0.13 for the expectation and σ=0.22 for the standard deviation. Considering the confidence interval at 95%
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ANALYSIS OF THE RE-SAMPLINGS
Once having validated the second order stationary hypothesis and determined the length L c for which the hypothesis of non-correlation between values is acceptable, we can identify a probabilistic law to represent the distributions using the maximum likelihood.
The length of measurement L s being much longer than the correlation length L c , we can merge 22 values at abscissas x=0.46m, x=1.96m and x=3.46m thus providing 66 samples. The corresponding distribution of S1 is depicted in figure 9. As told earlier in section 2, we identify three different laws, the Gamma law, the normal law and the log-normal law. Although the values of maximum of likelihood are similar, we retain the log-normal law as the best of the three laws to approach the distribution given by the 66 values of S1. This choice is only based on the value of maximum log-likelihood and allows only positive values of the geometrical parameter S1.
CONCLUSION
The measurement of the geometry of welded joints is made easier thanks to devices using laser process. In particular, the device WISC is used for the measurement in this article. Some errors in the measurement or some experimental difficulties are present in the given data. These problems come in addition of the randomness on the geometrical parameters that appear during the welding process.
In this paper, we have to use statistical processing method using different steps to achieve the analysis. But, for this purpose, we can only use less of the half of the given database. This hypothesis allows us to increase the number of samples by re-sampling using the correlation length.
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